Advances in processing power and memory technology have made multicore computers an important platform for high-performance graph-search (or graph-traversal) algorithms. Since the introduction of multicore, much progress has been made to improve parallel breadth-first search. However, less attention has been given to algorithms for unordered or loosely ordered traversals.
Introduction
High-performance graph-search algorithms have become increasingly important in a variety of areas, such as social networks [31, 33, 49] , physical sciences [2] , and parallel garbage collection [22, 23, 47, 13] . Although there has been much research on parallel breadth-first search on directed graphs [39, 37, 10, 34] [8, 32, 44, 45, 50, 12, 19] , and connectivity algorithms on undirected graphs [46, 36] , other graph-search algorithms, such as parallel depth-first search on directed graphs, have received less attention.
One reason may be the difficulty of providing a parallel solution to the classic depth-first-search problem. For example, Reif [41] , has shown that DFS is P-complete, suggesting that DFS is difficult to parallelize. There are solutions for certain special instances of the problem, for example, in planar graphs [24] , but in the general case, DFS continues to be challenging: the best known algorithm is randomized and requires O(log 7 (n)) parallel time using O(n 2.376 ) processors, which is far from work efficient [9] .
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SC '15, November 15-20, 2015 The primary difficulty in parallelizing DFS is the lexicographical ordering property that requires visiting the out-edges of a vertex in order. In many applications, such as reachability, graph search, and garbage collection [29] , lexicographical ordering is not necessary. Prior work therefore considered parallel unordered DFS algorithms, which are sometimes called Pseudo Parallel Depth First Search or PDFS [20, 40, 38, 30] . For brevity, we refer to parallel unordered DFS or pseudo DFS as PDFS. Since they do not have to observe the edge ordering, PDFS algorithms can be asymptotically work efficient, performing O(n + m) work, where n and m are the number of vertices and edges respectively, when ignoring load balancing and scheduling costs. However, when the cost of scheduling operations are included in the analysis, all known algorithms can incur large overheads. Our goal in this paper is to present a PDFS algorithm that operates with small overheads including the overheads of scheduling. We refer to such algorithms as strongly work efficient.
Including scheduling overheads as part of the work efficiency is important because such overheads are critical for performance. Cong et al [20] presented a PDFS algorithm whose purpose is to improve work efficiency on modern multicore computers. Their PDFS algorithm improves work efficiency by the application of a heuristic for adaptively batching edges. The idea behind the heuristic is to use the number of vertices owned by a processor as an estimate of total load in the system. They show empirically that their PDFS algorithm performs well on certain graphs, but do not show the algorithm to be strongly work-efficient.
In this paper, we present a strongly work-efficient PDFS algorithm. We prove that our algorithm achieves strong work efficiency by bounding important scheduling overheads, is implementable on modern CMPs, such as multicores, and performs well on a range of graphs, including graphs with high diameter and small amounts of parallelism. Our specific contributions include the following.
• A frontier data structure for representing the "frontier" in graph search. The data structure supports balanced splitting operations needed for effective parallel execution.
• A parallel thread-creation strategy that delivers a high degree of parallelism, while ensuring small overheads.
• A proof of strong work efficiency that is with respect to a careful specification of the algorithm in a realistic parallel model.
• Implementation and experimental evaluation that field-tests the algorithm and the theory, while evaluating the constant factors involved in the implementation and comparing with the state of the art.
• A modest additional empirical study of the locality of PDFS algorithm.
We present a high-level overview of our parallel unordered DFS (PDFS) algorithm in the context of the related work. In a PDFS algorithm, each processor maintains a frontier of vertices. As in sequential DFS, a frontier stores the subset of visited vertices, whose outgoing edges have not yet been explored. Each processor works locally on its own frontier by repeatedly popping a vertex from its frontier and exploring its outgoing edges to discover new, unvisited vertices. When a processor discovers a new vertex, it attempts to visit the vertex by using an atomic read-modify-write operation (such as compare-and-swap) and, if it succeeds, adds the vertex to its frontier. By using an atomic operation, the algorithm ensures that each vertex is visited at most once.
To minimize the run time on a parallel machine, a PDFS algorithm needs to generate parallelism and perform load balancing to keep all the processors busy. A naive approach to this end would be to generate one thread for each vertex in the frontier. The threads can then be distributed over the processors by using a load balancing algorithm, such as work stealing [15] , where an idle processor steals a thread (usually the "oldest" thread) from a (usually randomly chosen) busy processor, effectively redistributing work lazily and as needed.
The naive approach has two important limitations, which stem from the very fine granularity of work assigned to each thread. First, the cost of creating a thread for each vertex does not outweigh the benefits of parallelism. Second, since a thread contains only a single vertex, it may not generate significant work (the amount of work is proportional to the total number of vertices reachable from the vertex), causing large number of expensive load balancing (work-stealing) operations.
Cong et al [20] proposed a batching technique to ameliorate these problems. In their approach, each thread corresponds to a batch of vertices instead of a single vertex. Each batch is represented as a fixed-capacity buffer of vertices, (e.g. 128 vertices in a batch). Processors perform load balancing by stealing the oldest thread, and as such, are able to migrate a batch of work to another processor at each steal. The effect of this technique is to amortize thread creation and migration over the vertices contained in the batch.
By batching vertices into a single vertex, Cong et al's technique controls the overheads of parallelism by reducing the amount of parallelism. Since graphs can be highly irregular, however, such reductions in parallelism are not always desirable. Cong et al therefore propose a heuristic for controlling more carefully the number of vertices in a batch. The basic idea of the heuristic is to create full batches when the processors are busy (there is much work) and create small, partially-filled batches when the processors are idling (there is little work). It is not known whether the heuristic can provably control the overheads without overly limiting parallelism. Indeed, it might not; for example, our experiments show that the heuristic can lead to suboptimal performance (Section 6).
In this paper, we present a provably work-efficient and highly parallel algorithm for performing PDFS. The three key techniques behind the algorithm are a novel data structure called splittable weighted frontier data structure for representing the frontiers, a novel amortization technique for controlling granularity of parallelism, and an adaption lazy splitting to the unordered parallel DFS problem.
Splittable Weighted Frontier. The splittable weighted frontier data structure allows operating on the frontiers by using, for example, push and pull operations that act on vertices and edges. These operations are efficient both in theory and in practice (Section 3). By taking advantage of the splittable weighted frontier data structure, our PDFS algorithm incurs relatively small overheads compared to a serial DFS algorithm that uses a simple stack data structure to represent the frontier. Furthermore, the splittable weighted frontier data structure supports an efficient balanced-split operation that splits the frontier into two halves based on the weightsthe outdegrees-of the frontier vertices. Our PDFS algorithm distributes work using the balanced split operation: when an idle processor steals from another target processor, the target processor splits its frontier and sends one of the resulting halves to the idle processor. Such split operations allow sharing work at the granularity that is essentially optimal based on local information.
The design and the implementation of the splittable weighted frontier builds on a chunked sequence data structure we introduced in prior work [7] . One key idea behind the data structure is to use a hierarchical representation that allows operating at the level of vertices as well as edges. For example, a vertex can be inserted into the frontier along with all of its edges and a frontier can be split into two halves based on the total number of edges (the degree of the vertices in the frontier). Figure 1 illustrates an example edgebalanced split operation. Each resulting half contains a single nonempty carry consisting of a half of the edges of vertex b. Prior work showed that it can be important to control the degree of vertices and proposed vertex-virtualization techniques [43] . The splittable weighted frontier data structure can be viewed as performing ondemand vertex-virtualization; it thus combines the best of vertexbased and edge-based parallelization techniques. Granularity control. In PDFS, as in all parallel algorithms, there is an inherent tradeoff between two quantities: (1) the cost of migrating a piece of work from one processor to another; and (2) the benefit of parallelism that can be gained by such work migration. In divide-and-conquer and similar parallel algorithms, this tradeoff can be solved by a technique that parallelizes or sequentializes tasks based on well-informed estimates of how long pending tasks may take to complete. In this regime, a task may be migrated only if the granularity-control algorithm chooses to parallelize the task [5] . In PDFS, this approach does not apply because there is no efficient way to estimate (a priori) the amount of work, specifically the work that would be performed by visiting a vertex.
To see this problem more concretely, we will use two simple example graphs; it is not difficult to generalize the examples to more interesting examples that exhibit essentially the same problem at a larger scale. Consider the graph shown in Figure 2 . Two processors can traverse the two long chains in the graph in parallel, leading to a 2x speedup. To take advantage of the parallelism offered by this input graph, the algorithm must split a frontier consisting of two edges and migrate one of the vertices to another processor. The trouble is that splitting such small frontiers can lead to significant overheads in other graphs. To see why, consider as an example the graph shown in Figure 3 . Assume processor 1 begins execution with the source s, sends vertex b to processor 2, and continues working on vertex a. Soon enough processor 1 runs out of work, because a has no outgoing edges. By this time, processor 2 has processed b and has a frontier that consisting of c and d, so it sends d to processor 1. Soon enough, processor 2 runs out of work and we are back to the same situation as in the beginning, but this time with d as the new source. This second example shows that systematically splitting small frontiers can lead to a large number of communication operations. In summary, splitting small frontiers is essential for parallelism in some graphs, but leads to high overheads in others.
To solve this granularity-control problem in PDFS, we propose a technique based on amortization: each processor shares work only if either (1) it has a large frontier, or (2) the processor has already performed some predetermined amount of work locally since the last time it shared work. This technique enables our PDFS algorithm to share even as little as a single edge, while amortizing the cost of task migration against either the amount of work that will be performed in the future (by traversing the vertices in the frontier, i.e., case 1) or the amount of work that has been performed in the past locally by the processor (case 2). Our algorithm is thus able to achieve high parallelism and work efficiency at the same time.
Lazy Splitting. By using the splittable weighted frontier data structure and the granularity-control techniques proposed here, it is possible to present a PDFS algorithm that generates parallelism by eagerly splitting the frontiers and sharing the resulting pieces with other processors via work stealing. Such an eager approach suffers from overheads that come from splitting and exposing pieces of parallel work that are not necessarily ever shared. In order to reduce overheads further and to reach tight running-time bounds, we instead solve this problem by using lazy spitting [48] . In lazy splitting, instead of creating parallelism eagerly, processors create parallelism only if there is a demand for parallelism. Specifically, our PDFS algorithm splits a frontier only if another processor requests work from it.
Analysis. Based on these techniques, we establish two theorems. The first theorem establishes a responsiveness property by showing that, when it is queried for work, a processor responds quickly, either by rejecting the query (when it has no work to share, or when it refuses to share work in order to control communication overheads), or by sharing half of the work load in its frontier. This property establishes that the algorithm generates parallelism quickly and as needed. Our second theorem establishes strong work efficiency: we prove that, when we explicitly account for the scheduling overheads (including the cost of polling for queries, the cost of answering to queries, and the cost of splitting frontiers), the asymptotic complexity of PDFS remains O(n + m), i.e., same as that of sequential DFS.
Splittable Weighted Frontier
We present the implementation of our splittable weighted frontier data structure. Our PDFS algorithm uses the splittable weighted frontier data structure to represent the most recently visited vertices in depth-first traversal. The data structure supports the following operations:
• empty returns a boolean indicating whether the data structure is empty; • nb_edges returns the cardinality of the frontier;
• push_edges_of pushes all the out-edges of the given vertex into the frontier; • iter_pop_nb iterates a given operation over nb edges (or fewer, depending on the availability) and removes from the frontier each edge considered; • split carves out half of the edges into an independent frontier data structure.
To support these operations efficiently, we use a recently proposed weighted-sequence data structure. We describe this data structure next. Splittable weighted sequences. A splittable weighted-sequence data structure supports pushing items into and popping items from the two ends of the sequence, allows assigning a weight to each item, and splitting sequences at a specified weight.
Recent work [7] gives an asymptotically efficient and practically fast splittable weighted-sequence data structure by using a chunking and a bootstrapping technique that allows representing the sequence data structure as a shallow tree. The data structure, called bootstrapped chunked sequence, stores a sequence of weighted items. Perhaps the most interesting operation for our purposes is the operation split_at, which takes a weight w and a sequence S and partitions S into three parts: S1, {x}, and S2, in such a way that the total weight of S1 is less than w and that the weight of S1 ∪{x} is greater than or equal to w.
Bootstrapped chunked sequences ensure practical efficiency by storing items in fixed-capacity chunks (represented as arrays). A chunk size parameter, called B, controls the size of the chunks. For a given B ≥ 2, the cost of split operations is bounded by O(B · log B n). Besides, the worst-case asymptotic space usage of chunked sequences is (1 +
O(1) B
) * n, which, for any sufficientlylarge value of B, is close to optimal. Implementation of splittable edge-weighted frontiers. We implement splittable edge-weighted frontiers on top of bootstrapped chunked sequence. The basic idea is to represent a frontier as a triple consisting of vertex-sequence and two ranges of edges. A vertex sequence is represented as a bootstrapped chunked sequence of vertices, where each vertex has a weight that matches its outdegree. A range of edges corresponds to a contiguous subset (subsequence) of the outgoing edges of a given vertex. A range is represented as a vertex and a pair of indices marking the start and the stop of the range. Figure 4 shows the implementation of the range data structure, which admits a straightforward implementation, and that of the frontier data structure, which we describe next. In the following discussion, we treat the adjacency list, called neighbors in the pseudocode, as a global variable; in the actual implementation the definitions are parameterized by the adjacency list structure. The operation frontier constructs an empty frontier. The operation nb_edges returns the number of edges in the frontier, computed as the total weight of the vertex-sequence plus the sum of the width of the two ranges. The operation empty returns whether the number of edges in the frontier is nonzero. The operation push_edges_of pushes the vertex given to the vertex-sequence if it has outgoing edges associated with it.
The operation split transfers half-the smaller half in case the cardinality is not even-of the edges to another frontier data structure, which is assumed to be initially empty; it leaves the other half in place. The operation is implemented as follows. If the first range contains at least half of the edges, we simply split this range and transfer a subrange to the other frontier. Else, if the second range contains at least half of the edges, we tranfer the appropriate subrange from it. Otherwise, we need to split the sequence of vertices. First, we transfer all of the second range to the other frontier. Then, we split the sequence of vertices in three parts: vertices that remain in the vertex-sequence, vertices that go into the vertex-sequence of the other frontier, and one vertex which contains the median edge. We consider the full range of edges associated with this vertex and split this range at the appropriate position, storing the left subrange into the second range of the current frontier and storing the right subrange into the first range of the other frontier.
The function iter_pop_nb iterates over at most nb edges, popping them from the frontier as it processes them. It returns the number of edges effectively processed. The edges considered are first picked from the first range, then from the edges associated with the vertices stored in the vertex sequence, and finally from the second range. Note that if a vertex has a large arity, it is possible that only a fraction of its edges are processed; in such case, the remaining edges are placed into the first range, which must be empty in this case. The challenge in implementing this function is that efficiency is critical in the loop over the edges-we are careful to limit the number of operations performed compared with the corresponding loop in the sequential DFS algorithm.
Our PDFS algorithm uses the splittable weighted frontier data structure to represent the most recently visited vertices in depth-firstsearch or the frontier. The basic idea behind our algorithm is to distribute the most recently visited vertices, i.e., the frontier, across the processors, each of which holds its portion of the frontier in a local splittable weighted frontier data structure and explores the graph in a depth-first manner starting from the frontier. In order to perform effective load balancing and granularity control, each processor alternates between two phases: working and a load-balancing. In the working phase, the processor removes some number of vertices from its frontier, visits them, and adds their neighbors to its frontier. The number of vertices removed is determined by the polling parameter, written as D. In the load-balancing phase, the processor performs either one of two actions based on whether the frontier is empty or not.
• Case 1: the frontier is empty. If the traversal is not complete, the processor requests work from another processor by sending that processor a work-request message.
• Case 2: the frontier is nonempty. If it has an incoming work-request message, the processor responds to the request by either sending work or rejecting the request.
The processor responds positively to a work request from another processor only if the processor has done sufficiently large amount of work or if the processor has sufficiently many vertices in its frontier to make sharing worthwhile. The "sufficiency" condition is guided by a granularity parameter, written as K.
Crucial to the effectiveness of the algorithm is the choice of the polling and granularity parameters, D and K respectively. To ensure effective load balancing, the polling parameter D should be just large enough to amortize the cost of polling for queries. The granularity parameter K should be just large enough to amortize the cost of splitting and communicating work. Figure 5 shows the pseudo-code for the algorithm being executed by each of the processors taking part in a run of our PDFS. We assume the graph to be represented by an adjacency list and use an array of booleans, which we call visited, to mark the vertices that have been visited. Each processor maintains the portion of the frontier that it is working on and keeps track in a variable named nb of the number of edges the processor has processed since the previous load balancing operation. When the local frontier is empty, termination is tested by calling the function traversal_completed. Until the traversal is complete, each processor is busy performing one of three actions: (1) it is working on its own frontier, or (2) it is requesting work from another processor by calling a function named acquire in order to make queries to busy processors, or (3) it is responding to a work query.
A processor with an empty frontier calls the blocking function acquire, passing it the address of its frontier so that target processor may directly transfer data into the frontier. In the load balancing scheme that we consider, the acquire function targets a single processor at a time, blocks until an answer is received, and repeats until obtaining work. While acquiring work, the processor rejects any incoming query from other processors -this behavior can be implemented, e.g. by writing a dummy value into the query cell, so as to prevent any query to be made.
To work on its frontier, the processor visits the edges in its frontier and adds the outgoing edges of each visited vertex to its frontier. To test whether a vertex is visited, the processor first executes a conventional read. If the vertex appears to be previsouly unvisited, it performs an atomic compare-and-swap (CAS) operation to mark the vertex visited.
In order to perform load balancing actions, each processor calls the function has_incoming_query after visiting D edges. If it finds an incoming query from an idle processor, the processor needs to reply to the query either by rejecting it, using the function reject_query, or by transfering work, using the function reply. The latter is presented using a callback argument, which allows the processor to obtain the address of the empty frontier data structure where it should migrate edges.
A processor that finds an incoming query from an idle processor accepts to share its frontier only if either of the following conditions hold: (1) its frontier contains more than K edges, or (2) it has locally processed more than K edges since the last work transfer (and it has at least one edge to send). The first condition corresponds to the classical granularity-based approaches to amortizing cost of thread creation by charging to the amount of work that will be performed by the DFS algorithm on that frontier. As we described earlier, however, the first condition alone does not successfully expose the parallelism available in the graph. The second condition solves this problem by amortizing the cost of thread creation to the work that has already been performed locally by checking that it has processed at least K many edges. This bi-directional (future and past) amortization technique thus allows us to create threads for work that may be tiny, yet still amortize the cost of thread creation.
The PDFS traversal terminates when the frontiers of all processors become empty. The termination-detection problem is essentially orthogonal to our discussion, so we only describe it briefly. A naive approach is to rely on a global atomic counter, keeping track of the number of processors with a nonempty frontier (for details, see [20] , Section 2.2). While this approach may work well on small machines with a few dozen processors, we expect that scaling up to a larger number of processors would require a more advanced termination detection strategy, for example one based on hypercube or lifeline network graphs [42] , in order to distribute among several processors the effort of checking whether all processors have run out of work. In our implementation, we use a refinement of the naive approach.
Analysis
We next present an analysis of our PDFS algorithm that takes into account important scheduling costs, such as the time to create parallel threads (splitting frontiers and forking jobs) and the time to communicate (polling on queries). We prove that our algorithm, while also ensuring good load balance by splitting the work of a busy processor equally when demanded by another, is able to achieve work efficiency by amortizing those potentially large costs.
We consider the usual RAM model, where each instruction takes constant time to execute, except for scheduling-related instructions, for which we introduce two specific parameters, called C fork and C poll , as described next.
Definition 5.1 Our analysis uses the following parameters:
• n and m denote the number of vertices and edges in the graph.
• P denotes the number of processors (cores).
• C fork is an upper bound on the cost of transfering a frontier (but excluding the cost of splitting the frontier).
• C poll is an uppert bound on the cost of polling and responding to a query (but excluding the cost of splitting and transfering the frontier). • B denotes the size of a chunk in vertex-sequences (B ≥ 2).
• D is a positive integer controlling the frequency of polling.
• K is a positive integer controlling the eagerness of work sharing.
Below, we call size of a frontier (and write f ) for the number of edges stored in the frontier considered. We begin with results on the frontier data structure. Based on the known bounds of the vertex-sequence data structure, and since basic operations on ranges are constant time, it is straightforward to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1 (Efficiency of the frontier data structure) Our frontier data structure admits the following bounds:
• The allocation of an empty frontier is O(B).
• nb_edges is O(1).
• push_edges_of is O(1).
• split is O(B log B v) For PDFS, we first establish a responsiveness property of our load balancing scheme. This property ensures that parallelism is generated quickly, when needed (as requested by idle processors).
Theorem 5.2 (Responsiveness) If a processor receives a query, then it either rejects it within a delay D + O(1), or it responds by sharing work within a delay D + O(B log B n).
PROOF. If the processor receiving the query is running the function acquire, then it rejects the query in O(1). If it is already serving a query (possibly performing a split operation), then its query cell is occupied and it cannot receive a new query. If a processor is working on its frontier, then it processes at most D edges before it polls. When a processor polls and finds an incoming query, it either rejects it, after a delay O(1); or it splits its frontier, and does so in time O(B * log B v) with v ≤ n, according to Theorem 5.1.
We next establish two key lemmas to bound the number of split operations and to bound the total cost of the split operations involved in a PDFS execution. PROOF. For this proof, we introduce a per-processor potential function satisfying the following properties: (1) the potential is always nonnegative; (2) when inserting an edge into the frontier, the potential increases by at most 3 K units; (3) when removing an edge from the frontier, the potential does not increase; (4) when splitting a frontier to share work with another processor, the total potential decreases by at least one unit. Overall, since at most m edges can be inserted into the frontiers in any PDFS execution, the total increase in potential is at most 3m K . Since every split operation decreases the total potential by at least one unit, there can be at most 3m K splits. Consider a processor having a frontier storing f edges and a local variable nb. We define its potential, written φ(f, nb), as the value
+ denotes max(0, x). We next prove the desired properties.
(1) The potential is always nonnegative, because f ≥ 0 and nb ≥ 0. (2) When inserting an edge into the frontier, f increases by one; the increase in potential is φ(f + 1, nb) − φ(f, nb) ≤ 3 K . (3) When removing an edge from the frontier, nb increases by one and f decreases by one; the potential does not increase because φ(f − 1, nb + 1) − φ(f, nb) ≤ 0. (4) It remains to consider the case of a split, for which we wish to prove that the total potential decreases by at least one unit. Considering the potential of the sender and that of the receiver, the goal is to prove:
, 0). This inequality is equivalent
There are two conditions under which a split operation may be triggered: f > K or nb > K. We consider each case separately.
First, assume f > K. In this case, we have f ≥
. The desired inequality is equivalent to: nb
Second, assume nb > K. We have nb K ≥ 1. Thus, to establish the desired inequality, it suffices to show:
To see why this inequality holds, we distinguish two cases. If
, then the inequality simplifies to
) + = 0, and we are able to conclude by observing that:
In summary, both conditions that may trigger a split operations ensure that the total potential decreases by at least one unit.
Lemma 5.4 (Maximal cost of the split operations) The total cost of all split operations in a PDFS execution is O(
PROOF. Due to space limitation, the details of the proof are not included here; they may be found in the technical appendix 1 . The proof follows a potential analysis similar to that of the previous lemma. The potential function, written Φ(nb, f), is defined as:
where a = 2 log B K + 6 log B 2 and b = 4 log B 2, and where r is such that the cost of the split of a frontier of size f is bounded by rB log B f . We prove, in particular, that each edge insertion increments the potential by no more than 3rB K log B (4K) units.
We are now ready to establish our work-efficiency theorem. The theorem shows that our algorithm is asymptotically work efficient with respect to serial DFS and that the potentially expensive costs (in particular, C fork and B log B 4K) are amortized by the parameters K and D, which can be set to sufficiently-large values to ensure limited load balancing overheads.
Theorem 5.5 (Work efficiency) The total work performed by PDFS is bounded by:
O n + 1 + C fork K + C poll min(D, K) + B log B (4K) K m + BP .
When all parameters are fixed, the total work is O(n + m).
PROOF. Consider the pseudo-code in Figure 5 . The operations that contribute to the total work are: (0) the allocation of the frontier data structures; (1) the calls to acquire; (2) the polling operation and possibly its subsequent rejection of the incoming query; (3) the splitting of the frontier; (4) the delivery of the splitting frontier; (5) the popping of edges from the frontier and read of the status of the target vertex; (6) the addition of new vertices into the frontier. To analyse the cost of each of these contributions, keep in mind the result of Lemma 5.3, which bounds the number of split operations by 3m K . In particular, the total number of calls to acquire is bounded by 3m K + O(P ), because there is one initial call per processor, and then each call to acquire many only return as a result of a split operation.
For contribution (0), the initialization of each frontier costs O(B), so the total cost is O(BP ). For (1), since each call to acquire costs O(1) work, and since there are at most 3m K + P such calls, the total work associated with acquire is thus O( 3m K + P ). For (2), observe that a polling operation, of cost C poll , takes place either after D edges have been processed, or immediately after receiving a frontier. Thus, the total work induced is O(
). For (3), we exploit Lemma 5.4, which shows that the total cost of split operations is O(
). For (4), we multiply the cost C fork with the maximal number of splitting operations; thus, the total cost of forks is O( 
Implementation and Experiments

Implementation and Experimental Setup
We implemented our benchmarking program in C++, using Pthreads to realize parallelism. At runtime, our benchmarking program first loads the input graph and then spawns one Pthread for each processor in the machine. For the implementation of our PDFS algorithm, we start each of the Pthreads running an instance of the parallel_dfs_thread function (shown in Figure 5 ). To begin the graph traversal, we populate the frontier of one arbitrary processor with the source vertex. We implemented the load balancing functions has_incoming_query, reply, acquire, and reject_query using a simple protocol that bears close resemblance to the one that is used by the private-deques work-stealing algorithm [6] . In the protocol, work-request and acknowledgement messages are sent and received via the atomic-cell structures provided by the std::atomic library of C++11.
Recall that our spilttable weighted frontier data structure depends on an underlying bootstrapped chunked sequence data structure. For this underlying structure, we used the same C++ implentation that we used in the experimental evaluation of our own bootstrapped chunked sequence [7] .
The implementation represents graphs using the "compressed adjacency list", in which vertices are labeled with natural numbers in the range [0, . . . , n − 1], where n is the number of vertices in the input graph. In this representation a graph is represented as a single array of 32-bit or 64-bit cells (depending on the size of graph). The array starts with a sequence of offsets, with one offset per vertex, followed by a sequence of vertex ids. The offset entry in the first sequence for vertex v marks the starting position in the second sequence for the list of outgoing edges of v.
For the experiments, we use a few parameters that are specific to the target system architecture (but not specific to the input). The constant D is used to amortize the cost of a single read and therefore essentially any moderately large constant (in the hundreds) reduces the overhead to less that 1%. In our implementation, D is set to 256. The constant K is used to amortize the cost of coordination with the scheduler and communication between threads, which involves several reads and writes. Therefore a constant slightly larger than D suffices to reduce the overheads approximately to less than 1%. In our implementation K is set to 1024. In chunked sequences, we use chunks of size B = 32, except for the first layer of the data structure which, as an optimization, uses chunks of size 1024. With these parameters, the cost of a split on a frontier of size f is of the form O(1024 + 32 log 32 f ). The constant factors involved are relatively small thanks to the use of highly-optimized memcpy operations for manipulating the chunks.
Our experience with modern multicore machines, which are equipped with non-uniform memory architecture (NUMA), show that allocation policy can have a significant impact on performance. We therefore control allocation by determining the memory bank (in NUMA machines, there is typically one memory bank per chip) at which objects are allocated. For sequential programs, we allocate all pages on the memory bank closest to the chip, which runs the program. This policy gives the best performance by placing the objects at the closest possible location in memory. For parallel programs, we allocate pages across memory banks in a round-robin fashion, thereby balancing memory traffic across chips; this policy appears to give the best performance for parallel runs.
We compiled all programs with GCC version 4.9.1, using optimizations -O2 -march=native. For the measurements, we considered an Ubuntu Linux machine with kernel v3.2.0-58-generic. For scalable heap allocation, we used tcmalloc from gperftools version 2.4. Our benchmark machine has four Intel E7-4870 chips and 1Tb of RAM. Each chip has ten cores and shares a 30Mb L3 cache. The main main memory of the machine is distributed across four banks: one per chip. Each core runs at 2.4Ghz and has 256Kb of L2 cache and 32Kb of L1 cache. Additionally, each core hosts two SMT threads, giving a total of eighty hardware threads. However, to avoid complications with hyperthreading, we did not use more than forty threads.
In order to reduce the impact of noise on our results, we average our measurements over 10 runs. In a few cases, the noise in a single run was as high as 10%, but in other cases, noise was below 5%. Sequential runs showed negligible variance. We considered the following large publicly available graphs that come from data that was sampled from the real world. The orkut, livejournal, twitter and friendster graphs describe social networks [31, 1] . The wikipedia (as of 6 February 2007), Freescale1, and cage15 graphs are taken from the University of Florida sparsematrix collection [21] . The rgg (n = 23), delaunay (n = 24), usa (full), and europe (full) graphs are taken from DIMACS challenge problems [2, 3] .
Input Graphs
We also consider a set of synthetic graphs that we selected to range from moderately to highly parallelizeable. For these graphs, we assign each vertex a unique, randomly chosen number in the range [0, . . . , n − 1]. This random assignment prevents accidental effects of alignment from our measurements.
The square-grid and cube-grid graphs are directed grids in twoand three-dimensional space in which each vertex has 2 and 3 outgoing edges, respectively. The random-arity-100 graph is a uniform random graph, with average arity 100 on every vertex. The complete-bin-tree graph is a perfect binary tree. The rmat24 and rmat27 graphs are synthetic graphs with power-law distribution degrees [16] . The former was generated using settings a = 0. Table 1 : Input graphs description, raw execution times for the baseline algorithms and for our parallel algorithms, and throughput. The chain graph is a single, long path. The par-chains-x graphs are different instantiations of the pattern shown in Figure 2 , where x denotes the number of independent maximal chains originating from the root. The trunk-first graph is an instance of the challenge graph shown in Figure 3 . The graph trees-524k is a generalization of the former: it consists of a main chain of length 381, where each vertex has 524,288 outedges.
The trees-10k-10k graph is a tree with two levels, in which the root node is connected to 10k children and each of these child nodes connects to 10k leaf nodes. This graph tests the ability of the algorithms to exploit parallelism in the lists of neighbors of the vertices. The phases-x-d-y graphs are instances of the structure shown in Figure 7 . These graphs generalize the idea of the grids, thus allowing us to have an even smaller number of frontiers (e.g., 10, or 20) , and control the arity of the vertices (e.g., 2, or 100). In the graph, phases-10-d-2, each of the 10 frontiers contains 3.3 million vertices and each vertex has arity 2, except one particular vertex in each frontier, which is linked to all the vertices in the next frontier (and thus has arity 3.3 million). The goal of these graphs is to stress the need for splitting the frontier according to the number of edges and not just the number of vertices.
Comparison with Baseline Sequential DFS
We first compare our algorithm to an implementation of the sequential DFS algorithm, which serves as the baseline throughout the paper. We carefully optimized our implementation of the sequential DFS, for example, by using a fixed-capacity array for storing vertices. Using a fixed-capacity array enables excluding overheads associated with array-resize operations; realistic implementations of DFS often rely on resizable stacks in order to limit the space usage.
The left half of the graph reports, for each graph traversal from the source vertex, the number of reachable vertices and edges, and the maximal distance from the source over all reachable vertices. The right half of the table reports results on sequential DFS and our PDFS.
An important property of our algorithm, as proved in Section 5, is that it controls scheduling overheads by using a novel frontier data structure and by using amortization techniques. To validate the theory, we measured our PDFS algorithm on a single core, which allows measuring some part of the total work that our parallel algorithm performs during parallel runs. This measure does not include the cost of splitting and migrating frontiers, but includes the cost of using the frontier data structure, the cost of regularly polling on queries, and the cost due to the NUMA allocation policy employed in non-sequential runs. The single-core run thus gives us a lower bound to the work overheads of our PDFS algorithm. The data reported in the column labeled "PDFS 1-core" in Table 1 shows that the overheads compared with the baseline are 40% on average. We separately verified that half of this overhead is due to the NUMA round-robin allocation policy. Thus, the overhead due to the use of the frontier data structure and polling is approximately 20% on average, which we consider to be acceptable. The speedups achieved by our PDFS are good, overall, considering the effect of the overheads imposed by the frontier and NUMA allocation. On the real-world graphs, the speedups range from 7.7x to 25.8x and, on synthetic graphs, from 0.8x to 32.6x. Our PDFS achieves good speedups on challenge graphs, such as par-chainsx, where parallelism is so scarce that most other algorithms achieve no speedup at all. Moreover, our PDFS achieves excellent speedups on the grid graphs, given that the grid graphs have comparatively high diameter and expose a comparatively moderate amount of parallelism when compared to small-world graphs with a similar footprint in memory.
The throughput (expressed in million of edges processed per second) in sequential DFS varies significantly between graphs, as shown in the column labeled "seq.DFS (mEdge/s)" in Table 1 . This variance has at least three explanations: (1) the measure mEdge/s does not take into account the number of vertices, although they account for work, (2) graphs with higher density benefit from better locality in the processing of the adjacency lists, and (3) graph with fewer vertices have a smaller visited array and hence benefit from fewer cache misses when accessing its cells.
Comparison with Other Parallel Algorithms
In addition to an optimized implementation of the serial DFS algorithm, which serves as our baseline, we compare our algorithm to existing state of art in parallel unordered DFS, and in parallel BFS algorithms. The comparison with the BFS algorithms is not quite an "apples-and-apples" comparison, because there are substantial differences between parallel BFS and DFS algorithms. For example, depending on the application, one algorithm may be used when the other may not be applicable. The comparison, nevertheless, gives us another data point, and can be important in applications where either an ordered DFS or BFS can be used. We describe below the algorithms compared and the implementations used.
• Cong et al's algorithm [20] . Since there is no publicly available implementation of this algorithm, we implemented it ourselves and thoroughly optimized the implementation. We implemented batches of vertices by fast, fixed-capacity stacks, each storing 32 vertex ids (other capacities lead to worse performance). For load balancing we used the stateof-the-art concurrent-deque algorithm proposed by Chase and Lev [17] .
• The parallel breadth-first search (PBFS) algorithm of the Problem Based Benchmark Suite (PBBS) [14] . We used publicly-available sources and the Cilk Plus scheduler provided with GCC [28] .
• Ligra's direction-optimizing parallel BFS algorithm [45] .
This algorithm was first proposed by Beamer [11] . We used the publicly-available Ligra sources and the Cilk Plus scheduler provided with GCC. Ligra optimizes performance for small-world graphs (e.g., social-network graphs) by switching between traversal of the out-edges of the frontier and traversal of the out-edges of the unvisited vertices depending on the relative size of the frontier. It has been shown that this technique can improve performance dramatically in small-world graphs; it can, however, lead to slowdowns in other graphs. Figure 6 shows speedup results for our PDFS, Cong's PDFS, PBBFS PBFS, and Ligra with respect to the baseline (sequential DFS). We next discuss the most important aspects of these results. Comparison with Cong's PDFS. Considering PDFS results (Figure 6) , we observe that our algorithms outperforms Cong et al's algorithm on all graphs, except for one (complete-binary-tree), which is balanced and regular. On a few graphs, our PDFS slightly outperforms Cong et al's algorithm: on twitter (+6.5%) and friendster (+6.6%), and on cube-grid (+5.7%). On other graphs, our PDFS significantly outperforms Cong et al's algorithm by more than 15%, and by as much as a 9.8x on Freescale1, and a 32x on the trees524k graph. We also observe that Cong et al's batching strategy induces noticeable overheads in certain graphs, such as parallel chains. Overall, we attribute our higher speedups (1) to our ability to exploit parallelism at the edge level, where Cong et al do not, and (2) to our load balancing operations that can transfer half of the frontier-not just a small constant number of vertices, and (3) to our algorithm's ability to limit scheduling overheads by using our amortization techniques. Comparison with PBFS. Comparing the speedups of PDFS vs PBFS, we observe that our algorithm is faster in all but one case. The only case where PBFS performs better is for the perfect binary tree graph, for which synchronizing all the processors at each of the log n phases actually helps PBFS achieve a close-to-optimal load balancing in this specific situation. At the other end of the spectrum, on the par-chains-100 graph, in which every BFS frontier stores exactly 100 vertices (not enough to take advantage of parallelization), PBFS runs in 67s, slower than the DFS baseline which runs in 17.95s, whereas our PDFS runs in 0.73s, thus exhibiting a speedup of 24.6x. Overall, our PDFS algorithm runs 91x faster than PBFS on this worst-case graph. In general, even though results are not always as extreme, our results confirm that, as expected, PDFS typically outperforms PBFS significantly on large diameter graphs. Comparison with Ligra. Our PDFS delivers performance that is either comparable to or better than Ligra's in all but three graphs. The benefits of PDFS are most clearly visible on large diameter graphs, e.g., in road-network graphs PDFS is 22x faster that Ligra. On the twitter and friendster graphs, Ligra achieves superlinear speedups (above 40x) with respect to the sequential DFS baseline. On these graphs, Ligra is able to avoid processing all the edges, whereas the DFS baseline and our PDFS algorithm process every edge. Ligra also outperforms our algorithm on the rmat graphs. On these three graphs, which Ligra specifically targets, Ligra has a 2x advantage over our PDFS. This comparison shows that our PDFS significantly outperforms Ligra in large-diameter graphs and remains competitive with Ligra in most other cases. The only exceptions are a few graphs with very small diameter, where Ligra holds the advantage. (Remark: the Ligra paper [45] reports results on the twitter, rmat24, and rmat27 graphs; the speedups reported there differ from our results because the Ligra paper uses a direction-optimizing BFS as baseline, whereas we use sequential DFS.)
Exploiting locality
Graph-search algorithms are broadly used in garbage collectors to identify reachable memory objects. Research on garbage collection shows that DFS outperforms BFS (e.g., [29, 27] ), partly because allocators typically allocate parent and child objects side by side in the heap, which gives DFS better locality. Some parallel scheduling techniques, such as the work-stealing technique used by our PDFS algorithm, have been shown to approximate the locality of sequential algorithms well partly because they minimize the number of computation migrations [4] . To determine whether our PDFS algorithm can take advantage of the locality exhibited by the serial DFS algorithm, we perform the following experiment: for each graph, we relabel (offline) the out-edges of each vertex to occur in the same order in which they are visited by our sequential DFS. We then measure the improvement in performance due to this relabeling, both for sequential and parallel DFS. Figure 8 shows the results in terms of speedup with respect to the original layout. This relabeling always improves performance, sometimes dramatically. For the real-world graphs, performance increase from 20% to 3.6x. For synthetic graphs, we even observe improvements that are as high as 45x. The self-relative improvement is, for all real-world graphs but one (Freescale1), relatively similar for parallel DFS and for sequential DFS. This shows that the parallelization of DFS essentially preserves the benefits of locality. These result suggests that our PDFS algorithm may indeed benefit, like sequential DFS, from better intra-graph locality.
Related Work
We discussed the most closely related work earlier in the paper. In this section, we discuss a number of other related work. Work-efficient BFS. Leiserson and Shardl present a work-efficient algorithm for parallel BFS [32] . Their approach is based on a splittable bag data structure that can be used to represent the vertices in the frontier. In terms of operations supported, the main difference between our data structure and the bag data structure is that our frontier data structure supports edge-weighted balanced split operations, whereas the bag data structure supports approximately balanced splits in terms of the number of vertices. In terms of the internal structure, the data structures are quite different: we rely on a bootstrapping techniques whereas the bag data structure is more like a binomial tree. As part of our evaluation, we considered the Leiserson and Schardl implementation [32] but decided not to present these results here, because, for the graphs considered here, it was slower than the PBFS algorithm used in our evaluation; this finding is consistent with earlier ones [45] .
Concurrent steal-half work queues. Hendler and Shavit propose a concurrent data structure that supports constant-time push and pop along with logarithmic-time split [26] . Our work shows that steal half using private work queues is also a viable approach. Moreover, by relying on private rather than concurrent access, we are free to use a queue structure, such as the one described in prior work [7] , that offers low constant factors and asymptotically efficient operations, both in time and space. Moreover, the concurrent steal-half algorithm does not ensure that splits are amortized over sufficient work, and, as such, concurrent steal half faces the granularity-control challenges that were described in Section 2.
Hybrid algorithms. Recent work has shown benefits of using combinations of different traversal strategies. The KLA graphprocessing system features a traversal algorithm that switches adaptively between PBFS (level synchronous) and PDFS (asynchronous) traversals to accelerate certain graph algorithms, such as PageRank and k-core decomposition [25] . Beamer et al [11] and subsequently Shun and Blelloch [45] propose using direction-optimizing BFS for applications, such as graph search, PageRank, connected components, radii estimation, etc.
Parallel garbage collection. In Chapter 14 of their book, Jones et al survey a number of studies of parallel garbage collection [29] . The survey identifies three mark-sweep collectors that use PDFS during the mark phase. To tame overheads, the algorithms proposed by Endo et al [22] and Siebert [47] rely on batching schemes that bear resemblance to the batching scheme proposed by Cong et al. The algorithm proposed by Flood et al [23] uses concurrent perworker deques. Each of these algorithms relies on sharing work at the level of vertices rather than at the level of edges. In particular, Flood's algorithm relies on sharing vertices one at a time, whereas the others share half of what is locally available at a time. However, unlike our PDFS, the ones that share half do not ensure that splits are amortized over enough work. As such, these algorithms face the granularity-control challenges that were described in Section 2.
Architecture-specific optimizations. Recent research proposes certain optimizations for improving performance of graph traversals on multicore platforms. The first class of optimizations seek to hide some of the latency of cache misses: Cher et al [18] present a prefetching technique for accelerating the mark phase of a parallel mark-sweep garbage collector, and Chhugani et al [19] use prefetching to accelerate their parallel BFS. The second class of optimizations concerns the efficiency of tracking which vertices have been visited already: Chhugani et al [19] exploit certain properties of the Nehalem architecture to eliminate the need for atomic operations. The third class of optimizations use locality-aware scheduling to accelerate PBFS traversals on machines with non-uniform memory [19, 35] . These architecture-specific optimizations are largely orthogonal to our frontier representation and amortization techniques. On the one hand, each such optimization can be viewed as a particular improvement on our algorithms. On the other hand, none of these optimizations address the main algorithmic challenges identified in Section 2. 
Conclusion
We presented a provably work-efficient parallel algorithm for unordered DFS that delivers good practical performance. The techniques behind the algorithm include bounding the overheads of scheduling, such as thread-creation and load balancing, by amortization and by using a novel data structure for representing frontier sets. The data structure enables fast operations at both the level of vertices and edges by using a hierarchical representation and supports balanced split operations to create parallelism as needed. Our empirical evaluation shows that the algorithm performs well for a wide range of graphs including graphs with high diameter, and graphs with relatively little parallelism. The algorithm is also able to take advantage of the natural locality in certain graph layouts.
